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– A Division of Adventure Unlimited –

Adventure Unlimited Statement of Community Standards

“The divine demand, ‘Be ye therefore perfect,’ is scientific, and the human footsteps leading to perfection 
are indispensable. Individuals are consistent who, watching and praying, can ‘run, and not be weary; . . . 
walk, and not faint,’ who gain good rapidly and hold their position, or attain slowly and yield not to  
discouragement. God requires perfection, but not until the battle between Spirit and flesh is fought and  
the victory won.” – Science & Health 253:32-8

As an organization that serves a broader Christian Science community, Adventure Unlimited (inclusive of 
the A/U Ranches and DiscoveryBound) expects its staff and volunteers to strive to live the highest moral 
and ethical standards. Adventure Unlimited believes the following standards support an environment  
focused on spiritual growth and healing.

I am willing to maintain these community standards on all of the following points:

1. As a staff member or volunteer for Adventure Unlimited, I understand I am a role model 
 for others and will be working closely with children and adults to support their and my 
 own growth in Christian Science through various activities and events.

2. I am an active student of Christian Science. I strive to live in accordance with its teachings 
 and to demonstrate its principles daily, including utilizing it for health care.

3. I will maintain elevated thought and speech in my own conversation and with those 
 around me.

4. I am free from the use or possession of tobacco, marijuana, alcohol, illegal drugs of any 
 kind and sexual activity outside of marriage.

5. I will express divine Love and be inclusive of all participants, volunteers and staff.

6. I am committed to contributing to an environment focused on supporting each individual’s 
 understanding of his or her relationship to God and to holding myself, my peers and 
 supervisors accountable to these standards, by utilizing the spirit of the Golden Rule 
 (Matt. 7:12)(Science & Health 497:26).

I understand that if I should violate the trust inherent in these Community Standards that I will be held  
accountable for my choices and actions, which may include disciplinary action, suspension or dismissal.


